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If I had simply express the most important thing of last year, come to mind
familiar words of Jan Werich:
"He can do this, she can do that and all together we do a lot."
It is undoubtedly because we realize that the protection of children against
violence, but also the protection of domestic violence victims requires a
multidisciplinary approach. And anyone who enters into identification,
intervention, legal assistance and protection is part of the team while each one
of its parts is important. It is very important to know what anyone may, within
their competence, for example, for the child to do, but it is equally important
to be able to proceed in protecting together, coordinated and above all in
the interests of the child or the victim. I am pleased that this process is gradually
set mainly thanks to the National Coordination Centre for addressing the issue
of violence against children and in cooperation with various government and
non-governmental organizations. And I am very glad that Sun Centre non profit organization, is actively involved in setting these positive changes aimed
at the effective protection of children against violence, whether in the form of
education, active participation in coordination meetings as well as by creating
partnerships to provide effective support and prevention or minimization of
secondary victimization.
At this place I would like to thank all who support us, selflessly help or have
decided to dedicate their professional skills to help the most vulnerable, our
children.
Children are the most valuable what each society should protect. I believe that
start of the process will continue so that in a few years we will not be ashamed
to look our children in the eye because we have neglected the most important
thing, which in my opinion, the protection of children against violence is.

Mariana Kováčová
director

People in the Sun Centre non - profit organization:
Management Board: Ing. Mária Svitačová - predsedníčka, Mgr. Alexandra
Draková - členka, Mgr. Zdenka Niková – členka
Supervisory Board: Mgr. Ľubica Ľachká - predsedníčka, PhDr. Denisa Vargová
- členka, Jana Tomášová – členka
Statutory Deputy - Director: Mgr. Mariana Kováčová
Head of Departments of the Sun Centre: Mgr. A. Blažková, Mgr. E. Danková,
PhDr. J. Holá, Mgr. Lucia Kellnerová, Mgr. M. Kovalčíková , PhDr. L. Maczkó,
PhDr. D. Vargová
Social workers: M. Beck, J. Fusková, M. Korgová, K. Kupcová, Ľ. Maťašová, M.
Nagy Maťová, A. Oravcová, I. Schneková, Mgr. E. Šutoová
Educators: K. Bandová, J. Bányi, B. Cimermanová, M. Danková, D. Fulopová, S.
Grambličková, B. Chaternuchová, M. Jančiarová, Z. Jančová, T. Kiššová, P.
Lehocký, D. Letková, E. Magdinová, E. Martišová, B. Prekopová, S. Remjarová,
N. Szárazová, D. Veselková
Special pedagogues: Z. Bahúlová, Z. Magulicová, A. Kováčová
Psychologist: M. Galková, A. Chládková, Ľ. Stanková, PhD.
Lawyers: S. Gancárová, L. Mášik
Supervisors and consultants DLZ: A. Árendášová, A. Dirnbachová, L. Hrušková,
E. Löbbová, J. Musilová
Project managers: M. Ferri, PhD., M. Kurpielová, S. Nagy, M. Nagy Maťová
Music therapist: Š. Haládik
Sheltered Workshop employees: M. Dubová , V. Illášová, Z. Kečkéšová
Campaign manager: B. Tarinová
Financial managers: M. Szabóová, J. Tomášová
Economic worker/cook: J. Maťová

The Crisis Sun Centre

The Crisis Sun Centre non - profit organization operates a crisis center for battered,
neglected and abused children, children in crisis life situations and victims of domestic
violence - women with children, in two buildings, including one for children and one
for mothers with children. The crisis centre provides measures of social protection on
the basis of Act no. 305/2005.
To children and mothers is to provided comprehensive assistance and support,
including crisis intervention, accommodation, meals (crisis centre for children), special
social counseling, educational, special - pedagogical and psychological counseling
as well as expert diagnostics and elements of play and filial therapy.
In 2015 in the crisis centre for mothers and children were received 15 mothers and 27
children in total, we provided assistance to 47 clients (with our clients received in 2014).
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Graph 2: Forms of violence against children in Crisis Sun Center

Realized proyects in the Crisis Centre
The use of expressive therapies and high
quality leisure activities to help children with
CAN syndrome
Through the project, we can regularly
organize music therapy activities and
workshops. The purpose of each activity
has been the development of fine and
gross
motor
skills,
attention
and
concentration training, painting and
correct holding of pencil and brush, as well
as practicing of correct articulation, correct
breathing, development of emotions and
communication and relaxation. The funds
obtained from the project were used to
purchase materials for workshops and
music therapy. The children had the
opportunity to experience classical but also
new techniques and work with the material
they had not yet met.
Good Country – We prescribe game for
children without love
Also in 2015 continued cooperation with
the donor portal Good Country which
operates under the auspices of the Pontis
Foundation. Donors supported our project
with the amount of € 432.75, that we used
not only for facilities of the playrooms which
serves for psychologist to work with children,
but also to provide the necessary
equipment, the purchase of social games
or material used for creative activities within
play therapy.
Active leisure time of children from Crisis
Centre
During the year, we try as much as possible
to enrich the program for children with new
experiences. This year, children celebrate
their feast in TV Markiza, where they had
program full of activities, competitions and
games. They finished the day with foam
disco, which had the greatest success.
Throughout the year, they regularly use to
go into the woods, for a walk and to the
playground. During the summer several

times children visited the municipal
swimming pool and city park. We have
repeatedly made with children walking on
Zobor, church of Drážovce and ruins of
castle Gýmeš. Over the summer dreams of
many children came true: they were in
summer camp, where they knew new
friends, learned a variety of new activities
and brought nice experiences. We also
participated in the competition with the
Children's Hour, where children drew on the
topic "How Hugo from Children´s Hour spent
his holiday". Girl from our crisis centre has
won the grand prize - an unforgettable trip
to Paris and Disneyland. In September,
children attended a movie presentation,
they could see a movie Mimoni. In
December, children and mothers with
children participated in sitting with Mikuláš
with beautiful interactive program.

The Save House Shelter

This centre is dedicated for all women with children and lonely women in crisis, victims
of domestic violence after crisis intervention, who, for financial or other reasons, can
not become independent. We provide social services including accommodation and
comprehensive system of support services destined to motivation and activization of
internal potential / social, legal, psychological, career counseling and expressive
forms of therapy/. These services are temporary until a woman takes control of her life
and with the professional team support she can provide her own housing and she
applies to the labor market. The main mission is to support a successful start in life.
In the Safe House Shelter with capacity for three families were during the year provided
services for 12 clients, including 4 mothers with 6 children and 2 lonely women.
Service of the Safe House Shelter is funded by the Nitra self-governing region and by
the support of individual and legal person.
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Graph 3: Forms of violence against women in the "Save House Shelter“

The Save Woman House

On 24.8.2015 the Safe Women House was officially opened and registered as
emergency shelters with secret address, designed for all women with children and
lonely women, victims of all forms of domestic violence who are accepted according
to the rules of non-discrimination and equal opportunities. The house complies with the
minimum standards of the European Council on services provided to victims of
domestic violence. Capacity of the house is for 6 families, 15 - 17 clients (for 6 mothers
with their children).
Social services include housing, emergency aid and comprehensive system of support
services aimed at psychological stabilization, overcoming of trauma and domestic
violence barriers including assistance in application of the rights and legally protected
interests (social, legal, psychological counseling, crisis intervention, expressive forms of
therapy). Safe Women House works in continuous mode.
Part of the Safe Women House is a crisis line 0905 511 512 for domestic violence victims,
which is operated on weekdays from 8.00 to 18.00.
By the end of 2015 the Safe Women House offered assistance and support to 12
women and 9 children who are victims of gender-based violence. Of the 12 clients, 6
women came from the Nitra region, 6 women placed in the Safe Women House were
from other regions of Slovakia. 4 children were from Nitra County, 5 from other regions.
Crisis intervention through the Safe Woman House hotline has been granted a total of
60 clients, women, respectively related parties who have been given necessary
information and suggestions of possible solutions including the opportunity to place
the victim of violence in social institution.
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The Safe Women House is funded by the project means implemented through grant
support from the Norwegian Financial Mechanism and state budget of the Slovak
Republic. Henkel Company and Whirlpool Slovakia contributed the kitchen
equipment of the Save Women House in the form of sponsorship after the project
presentation. Garden outdoor playground equipment was realized thanks to financial
assistance of the Slovak power company, Enel Group company.

Projects implemented in the Safe Women House
Information
campaign
and
conferention – Even from violence
leads the safe way
In April 2015, the Nitra region carried out
a massive campaign "Even from
violence leads the safe way". In this
period was also promoted and
launched an operation of crisis line for
victims of violence, where women are
provided all the information needed to
resolve their difficult situation.
Employees of the Government of the
Slovak Republic and the Royal
Norwegian Embassy in the Slovak
Republic who are the donors of this
project, implemented for the Save
Women houses in Nitra and Presov
collection of toys, books, school
supplies and other things useful in the
home. The collection was submitted on
June 19, 2015 during the press briefing
in the Sun Centre non - profit
organization.
Project, preparation process of the Safe
Women House operation, the first
experiences of the staff of this centre
and
especially
the
merits
of
establishment of this kind of institutions
in
accordance
with
European
standards in Slovakia, were presented
in Nitra at an international conference
about the issue of domestic and
gender-based violence held 27 - 28
October 2015 under the auspices of the
Norwegian Ambassador J. E. Inga
Magistad.
Work stay in Norway
On 2 - 07.11.2015 we attended a work
stay in Norway. In Oslo we visited four
facilities - LDO Ombudsman Office,

"Umbrella"
organization
for
crisis
centers, crisis centre in Oslo and
Bufetat. In Kongsvingene we have
been receipt in the Municipal Office,
where they presented us the objectives
and activities in which they work with
different organizations. We visited social
facilities for refugees (children and
youth) and Kvinnemuseet - a museum
that presents the woman, her status in
society from a historical perspective.

Counseling, advocacy and
prevention centre

Counseling, advocacy and prevention centre (CAPC) provides support and
protection to 90 women. While in previous years were most of the clients young
women and mothers with children, since March 2015, after the launch of the national
line, there was an increased number of older women in the retirement age and
women with disabilities who are in violence in the long term and so far they did not
deal with the situation for various reasons.
The clients were provided assistance and protection in form of social, legal,
psychological counseling, individual and group therapy. For women, all kinds of
support and protection with regard to the right to self-determination and needs of
women and their children, is reinforcing and helpful. Support and protection in terms
of providing social counseling were focused primarily on the essential needs of
women, what preceded clarification of the situation with regard to social, legal,
psychological and crisis intervention (was provided by telephone or in person). In
many cases the women in the Nitra self - government region provided specialized
social counseling, accompaniment and assistance in the field. Legal advice (criminal,
civil and family law), counseling as a professional explanation of the legal status of
women, legal representation in defending women's rights, has proved to be essential
and necessary for women. The assistance and escorting women and their children for
questioning in the police and institutions e.g. the courts and Office of Labour, Social
Affairs and Family has proved to be a good step. When field work has proved
Representative Institute, which was just used in contacts with the courts and the police
in terms of the empowerment of women.
In some cases, particularly after a successful stabilization in the sense of providing crisis
intervention, social and legal counseling, women have used by their own decision
therapeutic aid in the form of individual and group therapy, aimed at treatment of
traumas due to the violence. In most cases, women have used individual therapy
(psychotherapy in systematic approach and art-therapy).
With children of women who came to the counseling center worked psychologist and
special pedagogue. During 2015 we worked in the CAPC with 20 children. They were
given psychological support, art therapy and music therapy. Within specialized
pedagogical counseling, activities with children were focused on development of
children's skills in preparation for lessons, on elimination of behavioral disorders and on
skills training designed to increase attention and decrease hyperactivity.
To improve the provision of complex support and protection for women and their
children and to prevent burnout syndrome, there was provided for advisors group and
individual supervision by an external supervisor.

The Sun Centre Sheltered
Workshop

Year 2015 meant for The Sun Centre Sheltered Workshop the third year of its existence,
following on a creative workshop, which has been operated for Sun Centre clients
more than two years.
Work in a sheltered workshop consists of a creative work. The the work is therapeutic
mean (in terms of assistance to the target group) serving to the sheltered workshop
employees, clients and as part psychohygiene to other employees of Sun Centre.
Work treatment is a part of crisis intervention with therapeutic uses of creative
activities. The main therapeutic agent is a meaningful activity that is both objective
and a means. On the one hand it is a practical employment oriented to the realities
of life on the other hand, creative work is emphasized. When creative activity, clients
can have the opportunity to let off steam, relax from their stress caused by their
surviving trauma. The purpose of creative activity in a sheltered workshop is suitable
form of spending leisure time and at the same time is an appropriate means for the
development of creativity, fine motor skills, that is sonsequently followed by emotional
development and improvement of human relations. During creative activity, in
addition to the resulting esthetic effects of creation, we emphasize the process of
creation. Creating strengthens concentration, perception, self-reflection, visual layout
of experiences, release tension. The target group are there to relax, release any
accumulated negative emotions, improve interpersonal relationships, improve
communication and social integration.
In cooperation with the Office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family volunteers and
"activation workers" help to the sheltered workshop. They become part of the
collective and make a major contribution to the prosperity and value creation arising
from the mission of a sheltered workshop.
Product range of sheltered workshop is expanding year by year. Last year it was
already about 30 various kinds of textile products. The products are used to
beautification and the humanization of all the Sun Centres environment and may also
serve as a support for clients who are in material need (functional products - e.g.
bedsheets, pillows, tablecloths, etc.).
The products are used also as presents, in particular for child clients. Great meaning
of mission of the sheltered workshop is the presentation of the non-profit organization
and its programs among the general population during various sales and exhibition
events, where people learn about the possibility to help concerning our target group.
The presentation is associated with the sale of products with the authorization of the
public collection of the Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic.

Realized projects in the Sheltered Workshop
In 2015, the The Sun Centre Sheltered
Workshop participated in many events.
As most important events worth
mentioning:
Easter Market N-CENTRO Nitra, Bazaar ZŠ BENKOVA NITRA, Exposition
Gardenia 2014 Nitra, AX Nitra- folk
handicrafts, Benefit concert: Sun will
shine in may PKO Nitra, Family Day
2015, International Children day 2015,
Father´s Day -theater "Malá scéna"
Bratislava, Exposition Agrokomplex
2015 Nitra, City Hall Market Bratislava,
INCHEBA EXPO-Slovmedica Nonhandicap, NIGHT RUN Nitra, Confrence
UKF (Constantine The Philosopher
University) - "Even from violence leads
the safe way", Benefit concert "Without
bruises" in Andrej Bagar Theater, 24.
Christmas bazaar IWCB in Bratislava,
ENEL event, etc...
New
art techniques in sheltered
workshop
Thanks to the financial support of the
Nitra Community Foundation, sheltered
workshop employess were perfecting in
new work activity. They learn to work
with
new
sewing
technique
patchwork, with new equipment,
accessories and materials. The support
enabled the purchase of necessary
materials, a new sewing machine and
also course of sewing patchwork
techniques.
Project Support for two clients of The
Sun Centre non-profit organization
from SPP Foundation
Thanks to the financial support aimed
at development and realization of
creative skills could be improved
difficult life situation, developed new
creative skills and strengthened positive
vision for the future life of clients. The
financial support was used for buying
sewing machines with accessories,

cloth and haberdashery. This materials
were used for sewing different things for
clients own need and joy and also for
their families.

The Intervencion Sun Centre

The child is seen as the most vulnerable member of society who can not cope itself
and therefore Sun Centre tries to ensure protection and assistance through its services.
When a child needs protection? When the family is in crisis, parents are in divorce
proceedings, when the family solves difficult social situation, it is in the family violence
...
When a child needs help? When he/she does not know how to defend himself/herself
in case of torture, abuse, neglect, bullying, ...
The Intervention Sun Centre is a comprehensive centre specialized to protect children
at risk of CAN syndrome and to help families in crisis. It is providing free social,
psychological and legal counseling, multi-disciplinary consulting, supportive therapy,
field social work, helping families. In 2015 we worked with 38 families and 56 children.
Part of The Intervention Sun Centre is Prevention and Education Centre EduCAN. It
creates and provides preventive programs, modules for children and youth in
kindergartens and schools in the form of experiential activities through which it is
possible to prevent and identify sy CAN and bullying in schools. Prevention workers are
helped in this work with children by Kozmo - cosmonaut of the planet Earth. When
traveling, he meets on his space journeys aliens with bad behavior. He knows how
proper Terrestrial have to behave and he teaches this even children in schools.
In 2015, 2 759 students from this schools passed preventive programs: elementary
schools: ZŠ Krčméryho, Nitra, ZŠ Ščasného, Nitra – Drážovce, ZŠ Rišňovce, ZŠ Na hôrke,
Nitra, ZŠ Veľký Lapáš, ZŠ Kniežaťa Pribinu, Nitra, ZŠ Novozámocká, Nitra - Dolné Krškany,
ZŠ Golianovo, ZŠ Beethovenova, Nitra, ZŠ Nábrežie mládeže, Nitra, ZŠ Jelenecká,
Nitrianske Hrnčiarovce, ZŠ Cabajská, Nitra, ZŠ Škultétyho, Nitra, ZŠ kráľa Svätopluka,
Nitra, ZŠ Dvory nad Žitavou, ZŠ Hontianske Moravce, and high schools: Stredná
zdravotnícka škola (medical school), Nové Zámky, Stredná odborná škola hotelových
služieb a obchodu (school of hotel services and trade), Nové Zámky, Spojená škola
Dudince. EduCAN also offers for experts, pedagogues, social workers, psychologists,
doctors, policemen, judges, volunteers an interactive internet education for work with
child victim. In 2015, 665 experts passed this internet education.

Projects realized in the Intervention Sun Centre
The
Intervention
Sun
Centre
(intervention centre for help children
victims of violence - maltreatment,
sexual abuse, neglecting, children at
risk and vulnerable families at risk of
violence).
The Sun Centre non - profit organization
realized in the term of October 2014 September 2015 project The Sun
Intervention Centre
(intervention
center for help children victims of
violence - maltreatment, sexual abuse,
neglecting, children at risk and
vulnerable families at risk of violence)
within
Operational
program
Employment and Social Inclusion.
The main objective of the project was
realization of protection system and
implementation of social and legal
protection of children and social
custody (SLPCHandSC) for children with
CAN
syndrome,
children
whit
suspected sy CAN, children and
families at risk.
The project implemented the following
activities and achieved the following
results:
1/ Operation and activities of he Sun
Intervention Centre. Multidisciplinary
approach,
multidisciplinary
expert
diagnostics
and
the
associated
measures of SLPCHandSC- planned
number 11, real number 12. Measures of
SLPCHandSC aimed at remediation of
family environment, programs to adapt
to the new situation in family - planned
number 39, real number 168. Individual
plans for children with sy CAN and CSA,
families at risk - planned number 11,
real number 12. Implementation of
prevention
programs
in
at-risk
communities in kindergartens, primary
and secondary schools - planned
number 1030, real number 1543.

2/ Training of employees of the
promoter to increase the level of
implemented measures of SPODaSKplanned number of 13, real number 27
3/Information campaign about the
issue of sy CAN, CSA
"This project was realized thanks to the
support of the European Social Fund
under the Operational Programme
Employment and Social Inclusion."

The
Intervention
Sun
Centre
education, prevention, intervention
centre for help children victims of
violence
Duration of the project activities: 4
years - 48 months
Project background:
By implementation of the project in
cooperation with our partners, we will
contribute to the creation of an
effective child protection system. It is
based on many years of experience,
focusing on the implementation of
direct technical assistance to children
suspected to CAN syndrome, as well as
on the establishment of education and
prevention centre "EDUCAN".
An important objective is to establish
integrated
functional
system
of
protecting children from violence and
implementation of professional help,
support
and
development
of
multidisciplinary
cooperation,
systematic training for pedagogues,

social workers, medics, policemen,
volunteers working with children. A
significant role is the implementation of
a complex interconnected prevention
programs for children, education of
children and the establishment of
education and prevention centre
called "EDUCAN" / Edu- education,
CAN - Child abuse neglect /.
Objectives and activities of the project:
The main objective of the project is to
establish an effective child protection
system.
Creating
a
specialized
intervention centre it will be provided
crisis
intervention,
counseling,
telephone and email intervention for
children and young people, as well as
rehabilitation programs for families,
workshops, processing of prevention
programs and education of experts.
The project also includes expert analysis
of the problems of battered, sexually
abused children in Slovakia in terms of
non-profit organizations working with
children and processing of proposals for
systemic changes. By implementation
of media information and education
campaigns we are getting closer to the
public with topics like how to identify a
child with the syndrome CAN, how to
help him and how to educate and not
to hurt.

The Children Line Rescue

The name itself comes from our goal, which we have - ie. child protection against
various negative phenomena / bullying, cruelty, abuse, neglect, various addictions ...
etc./ and efforts to promote mutual communication in the natural environment of the
child respectively of the young man.
The Children Line Rescue (ChLR) as anonymous and free phoneline, since August 2004
was available to all children and young people up to 18 years from all over Slovakia.
A trained team of experts has for years devoted to children by telephone crisis
intervention every weekday since 14:00 to 20:00 hrs. From June 2008, children could
call not only from a landline, respectively, from payphones, but also from mobile
phones.
With children we discuss a wide range of issues and we try to bring forward possible
alternatives of solutions of their crisis situation in which they are found. We held talks
not only about their problems, tension, worries, but also about their joys.
"I thought that my girlfriend was taking the contraceptive. But she told me she was
pregnant. I´m of the nerves. I don´t know if I should tell her to have an abortion. Or I
will be a father? "
"I´m addict on methamphetamine, but I do not know how to quit."
We were trying to lead the children to communicate more with parents and to talk
about their problems with a person who do they trust.
In view of the fact that today children and young people use for communication an
online space and the use of a telephone counselling has decreased every day, since
December 2015, the provision of advice through telephone line has been turned off.
Of course it was important for us not to let children and young people without
opportunities to turn the question for advice or help. So from October 2015 through
www.bezmodrin.sk in cooperation with the "IPčko", we started the online counseling.
Free online counseling works daily from 7:00 to 24:00.
On-line counseling is for those children and young people who want to talk with the
consultants about various problems, whether in terms of interpersonal relationships,
relationships between peers, problems of adolescence, school problems, as well as
serious problems such as maltreatment, sexual abuse, bullying or addictions. But the
on - line counseling is here also when the child or young person needs to talk and has
no one to hear him.
Consultants with callers personally do not contact, but they can mediate the help or
direct to an assistance. Online counseling provides the child space for ventilation of
problem, orientation in it, opening of several ways in which a child can solve the
problem and rise above it.
On-line counseling is for children and young people, but it can also be used by
adults, if they have serious grounds for believing that a child in their area is hurting
and they do not know how they could help.
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The Volunteering

Volunteers
will
not
descourage
anything when they decide to help. The
year 2015 was full of their tireless and
selfless cooperation, either as "big
brothers and sisters", "family friends" or
company volunteers. Thanks to them VUB bank a.s. SLSP (saving bank) a.s.,
Dell, PwC Slovakia, s.r.o., Orange
Slovakia, a.s., Foxconn Slovakia, spol.
Ltd. and with them we managed to
paint equipment and rooms, repair
playgrounds and fence, modify the
exterior of the devices, help with the
material .... and last but not least the
volunteers also provided their expertise.

Other projects implemented in 2015
Orange
Supermobile
phones
Campaign Since October 2014 to
January 2015, all the old mobile phones
carried to Orange shop became the
new super mobile phones and for the
Sun Centre they turned into fantastic €
18.000!

Concert - Sun will shine in May
For the fourth time, Nitra singer Bridget
Tarinová on Mother's Day organized
concert to support the activities of the
Sun Centre - "Sun will shine in May."
Sunday evening was dedicated not
only to mothers, but to everyone who is
not indifferent to the destiny of the most
vulnerable - children. During the event,
it was possible to support the activities
of the Sun Centre by purchasing
products made in Sheltered Workshop
of the Sun Centre.
The concert was accompanied by
number 3: on the stage we could see
about 30 performers, the hall was filled
with over 300 guests and Sheltered
Workshop sold products for more than
€300 .

The involvement of NGOs in the
creation of national policies on the
topic of social and legal protection of
children
Project Duration: 5/2014 - 10/2015
The situation in Slovakia in the protection of
children from violence is not easy. What
was evident before introduction of the
project, it was formal communication and
formal
relations.
The
participating
institutions and organizations for this theme,
as well as victims of violence are getting lost
in this issue.
It's great that also thanks to the support of
this project it was possible to succeed in
moving the cooperation of participating
members mainly NGOs and state institutions
more to informal level. We managed to
encourage networking and to show what it
is sharing and networking at such difficult
task as child protection from violence is.
With support from the project, experts could
take part and be involved in the activities
leading to the adoption of the Law about
Family and the Law about the children's
commissioner. This experts also continue to
be members of the expert working group,
that prepare an amendment of the Law
305 about SLPCh (social legal protection of
children). Just vigor supported by the
project changed position of NGO
representatives in engaging in activities
aimed at the protection of children by state
institutions.
Beautiful example of equal admission was
common expert conference on June 4,
2015 "Multidisciplinary cooperation in the
protection of children from violence", which
was attended by directors of SLPCh from all
over Slovakia, NGOs, representatives of
other ministries. This conference came to
open the Minister of Labour, Social Affairs
and Family. Scientific contributions at the
conference were recorded and today it is
more than 3850 views published on FB of thr
organization.

International Children´s Day
Fairytale park in Nitra's city
enriched the fairy tale characters
the Sun Centre and that way
made happy all children during
festive day.

Cooperation is not only declared, but
real, which was also reflected on the
fact that the media have an interest in
cooperating and begin to identify with
the fact that only all together we can
protect children from violencer. The
possibilities were discussed at an
informal meeting with journalists
September 25.
And certainly not small importance has
the Web site www.bezmodrin.sk, which
was in the autumn of 2014 the first
website dedicated exclusively to
information on the topic of protecting
children from violence, as well as a
summary of the contacts to helping
organizations. Exactly a year in October
2015 this website has been extended
for a direct link to online counseling.
Definitely it is possible to evaluate the
project as successful and what is most
important, its results, although partial,
have the long-term impact on society.

park
from
they
their

Night Run
October 2, 2015 in Nitra for the first time
was organized Night Run Nitra. One of
the runways - 5 kilometers long one
belonged to the Sun Centre. Organizer
of the run, the company Slovakmann,
Ltd. decided that part of the entry fee
from this runway would dedicate to
support the activities of the Sun Centre
non - profit organization. The run started
with 168 runners and the winner´s
podium occupied runners of the Sun
Centre team - 1st place Táňa Šúrová,
2nd place Beata Prekopová, 3rd place
Alena Kováčová.

The whole project is implemented with
the support of Iceland, Liechtenstein
and Norway through the Program of
active citizenship and inclusion, which
implements Ekopolis Foundation in
cooperation with the Foundation for
Children of Slovakia and SOCIA Foundation to support social changes.
Bridges of cooperation
The project was supported through
open
grant
program
"Siločiary"
launched by the Foundation Fund EPH
set up at the J & T Foundation. "Siločiary"

support existing network, platforms and
association of NGOs that by efficient
and transparent manner contribute to
the achievement of public benefit
purpose and development of civil
society in Slovakia. The project aimed
to raise awareness and involvement of
local government representatives in
addressing the issue of human rights
violations of children with CAN
syndrome and victims of domestic
violence. The aim is activation of the
Authorities to strengthen the rights of its
citizens at risk of violence, as well as
networking of subjects participating in
the assistance to victims of violence,
because for a timely and effective help
to children with CAN syndrome or adult
victims of domestic violence is needed
a common approach of stakeholders.

Nationwide drumming - in order to hear
the children better
November 19, during the World Day for
the Prevention against Child Abuse and
Maltreatment, we drummed for the
second year. In Nitra in drumming
participated this year more than 200
children from kindergartens, primary
schools and also came reinforcements
from secondary schools.
Even this year helped with the rhythm
great Igor Holka with his CAMPANA
BATUCADA. To encourage children
came Dominica Titková and drummers
Jano Škorec, Vladko Kovár, Slavomír
Kvasnovský and Karol Brnka.
It´s great that in this drumming
participated schools from all over
Slovakia!

Let´s protect children from violence
The National Coordination Centre for a
solution of the issue of violence against
children in cooperation with the Sun
Centre non - profit organization,
prepared for kindergartens, primary,
secondary
and
special
schools
competition in constructing the castle.
The task of each team was to create a
three-dimensional model of the castle
and take a picture with it holding a
simple poster with name of the web
page
www.detstvobeznasilia.gov.sk
The basic building material for castles
were
recycled
and
recyclable
materials. Creativity has no borders ...

Benefit concert -„Without bruises“
End of the year was dedicated to the
traditional meeting of the Sun Centre´s
partners, people with a big heart.
People who decided to present their

performance for free. People who
bought tickets, filled the auditorium and
of course all the volunteers and
partners, thanks to them we could once
again
spend an unforgettable
evening.

Christmas. Gifts from Siemens Slovakia
also joined wonderful gifts from
employees of Slovak Power Plant, a
member of Enel group.

Thanks to partners and their year-round
support it is possible to help the weaker
and more vulnerable.

Santa Claus for children

Cake of bread

Charity Project "Angel for a Day in
Slovakia", the user CASHBACKcity
came to Nitra together with Santa
Claus and his helpers. Thanks to the
project, children from the Sun Centre
facilities coud enjoy a rich program
together with the children of the project
partners.

Company PENAM Slovakia made the
greatest cake of bread and gave it as
a gift to the Crisis Sun Centre together
with more bread and pastries during
the Christmas holidays.

Christmas gifts
This year, all children in facilities of the
Sun Centre and children in families with
whom we work, had a beautiful

Financial and non-financial contributors in 2015
Anonymous donors through the portal:
People to people and Good Country
Individual private persons
BONUL Ltd.
Campana Batucada
Catering Service Nitra
CTN network
DM Drogeria Market
ECAZA, Ltd.
Firstin, Ltd.
Flowy Oliver Jakubík
Foxconn Slovakia, Ltd.
Henkel Slovensko, Ltd.
IIP, Ltd.
Ľubomír Buday GEKO
Pavol Klinka MONKAS-NITRA
KARÁT n.f
K Finance
KÓŇASTAV construction company
Creative studio CUKRU
KSM stationery shop Nitra
Nitra City
MIBA STEELTEC, Ltd.
The Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family of Slovak Republic
The Ministry of Interior of Sloval Republik
Enel Foundation
GRANVIA Foundation
J&T Foundation
NDS Foundation
Pontis Foundation
Slovak Savings Bank Foundation
SPP Foundation
TV Markíza Foundation
Foundation fund Yasminka
Nitra Community Foundation
Nitra self-government region
Paula’s cakery
Profesia
Remax Eldy, Ltd.
Renault Kestler, Ltd.
Shell
SLOVAKMAN, Ltd.
Slovak copyright collecting society for
music rights
Secondary Specialized School of
Gastronomy and Tourism Nitra

Spoločnosť TB – tlačiareň Bardejov, spol.
s r.o.
Švec a spol.
Tarinová Brigita
TESCO
The Velux Foundations
Office of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family
Government Office of Slovak Republik
Viola Bakery
Wasabi
Websupport
Whirpool Slovakia, Ltd.
Zahradníková Andrea

Financial report for the year 2015
Income statement for 31.12.2015
account

Costs

account

*501

Material consumption

91 446,00 €

*501

*502

Energy consumption

26 729,38 €

*502

*511

Repairs and maintenance

8 636,90 €

*511

*512

Travel costs

10 876,36 €

*512

*513

Representation costs

*513

*518

Other services

*521

Salary costs

*524

Legal health and social insurance

1 555,66 €
162 894,07
€
362 338,23
€
124 595,11
€

*527

Legal social costs

16 428,75 €

*527

*528

Other social costs

12,00 €

*528

*532

Property tax

344,93 €

*532

*538

Other taxes and fees

1 379,64 €

*538

*541

Contractual fines and penalties

12,00 €

*541

*542

Other fines and penalties

8,98 €

*542

*545

Foreign exchange losses

17,35 €

*545

*549

Other costs

6 256,44 €

*549

27 762,41 €

*551

100,00 €

*562

4,13 €

*591

*518
*521
*524

*562

Tax depreciation of tangible and intangible
property
Contributions provided to other accounting
units

*591

Income tax

*602

Sales from services

*602

*622

Activation of intra-organizational services

*622

*644

Interest from bank accounts

*644

*646

Received gifts

*646

*649

*649

*662

Other taxes and fees
Contributions received from other
organizations

*663

Contributions received from individuals

*663

*665

*665

*667

Contributions received from tax-paid 2%
Contributions received from a public
collection

*691

Subsidies

*551

TOTAL:
Loss

*662

*667
*691
841 398,34
€

TOTAL:
14 701,31 €

Loss

Balance sheet for 31.12.2015
account
*014
*021
*022
*023
*029
*031
*074
*081
*082
*083
*089
*211
*213
*221
*249
*314
*311
*315
*321
*323
*331
*335
*346
*379
*381
*384
*385
*411
*428
*431

Valuable rights
Buildings
Sets of movable assets
Means of transport
Other tangible fixed assets
Parcels
Accumulated depreciation of valuable rights
Accumulated depreciation of buildings
Accumulated depreciation of movable assets
Accumulated depreciation of means of
transport
Accumulated depreciation of tangible fixed
assets
Cash
Cash equivalents
Money in a bank account
Other short-term borrowings
Operating advances paid
Claims from business activity
Other claims
Trade liabilities
Short-term provisions
Liabilities to employees
Claims on employees
Subsidies from civil society organizations and
national reserve
Other commitments
Costs of next period
Revenues of next period
Income of next period
Capital
Retained profit, losses from previous years
Economic outturn of the approval process
-loss

TOTAL:

Assets
11 550,00 €
320 197,69 €
35 798,41 €
60 251,27 €
13 342,00 €
32 742,88 €
-11 550,00 €
-80 704,79 €
-33 289,98 €

Liabilities

-36 544,85 €
-2 779,60 €
4 977,75 €
166,95 €
167 668,07 €
3 000,00 €
11 522,90 €
89,00 €
395 727,10 €
4 154,16 €
9 639,90 €
5 956,90 €
102,61 €
93 094,23 €
133,40 €
190,00 €
930 263,55 €
4 476,52 €
112 100,02 €
-63 518,46 €
-14 701,31 €

987 028,16 € 987 028,16 €

Incomes
Government Office of Slovak Republik
Office of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family, Nitra

Research Institute for Labour and
Family
Nitra self-government region
The Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family

146 820,84 €

18,06%

119 419,78 €

14,69%

101 469,75 €

12,48%

91 814,78 €

11,30%

65 156,41 €

8,02%

Income from the share of paid tax
individual and legal persons (2%)

35 458,63 €

4,36%

Foundation for children of Slovakia

25 587,14 €

3,15%

The Ministry of Interior of SR

25 000,00 €

3,08%

Revenues from services

3 350,00 €

0,41%

Nitra City

500,00 €

0,07%

Contributions from individuals

12 172,53 €

1,50%

The Velux Foundation

153 597,87 €

18,90%

Nitra Community Foundation

2 100,00 €

0,26%

J&T Foundation

8 000,00 €

0,98%

Mondelez Europe Services GmbH
others

4 405,13 €

0,54%

10 462,92 €

1,29%

Other incomes( credit interests)

22,91 €

0,00%

Public collection

7 427,34 €

0,91%

Contributions from legal persons

total

0,54%
0,26%

0,98%

Government Office of Slovak
Republik

1,29%

Office of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family, Nitra

0,91%

1,50%
0,07%

Research Institute for Labour and
Family

18,06%

18,90%

0,41%
3,08%

3,15%

812 766,03 €

14,69%

12,48%

8,02%
11,30%

Nitra self-government region
The Ministry of Labour, Social
Affairs and Family
Foundation for children of Slovakia

4,36%

The Ministry of Interior of SR
Revenues from services
Nitra City

Graph 9: Incomes in 2015

Expenses

General expenses (operating
material consumption, energy
consumption, repairs and
maintenance, services

233 101,92 €

28,68%

reconstruction of property

31 448,92 €

3,87%

purchase of AUS
Total labor costs (salary costs+ legal
social and health insurance)

24 773,00 €

3,05%

503 374,09 €

61,93%

Other costs ( travel costs,
representative costs,other costs,

20 068,10 €

2,47%

total

812 766,03 €

2,47%

Overhead expences
28,68%

Reconstruction of real estate
property
Purchase of AUS

61,93%
3,87%

Total labour costs

3,05%
Other expences

Graph 10: Expenses in 2015

Independent Auditor's Report on the annual accounts

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial
position of the non - profit organization Sun Centre Nitra on 31 December 2015 and
the results of its operations for the year ended on that date in accordance with the
Accounting Act.
March 29, 2016

Reg. KÚ (Regional offices) in Nitra 14.1.2000 under number : OVVS/NO-1/2000
Contact : 32/A Bottova Street, 949 01 Nitra , 037/6522220

www.centrumslniecko.sk
www.bezmodrin.sk
www.kozmove-dobrodruzstva.sk
www.facebook.com/centrum.slniecko.nitra

Thanks to you, we make of the children world a better
place!

